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Inspector in Charge
pal PS, Bankura

In producing herewith following Two arrested accused persons namely, 1) Ali Asgar

@ Ali Aasar Mandal (26), s/o Abduraf Mandal of Aguri Bandh, Punisol, PS- Onda, Dist-

Bankura and 2) Ismail Mandal(2l), s/o Kubuj Ali Mandal of Aguri Bandtu Punisol, PS-

Onda and brought under seizure a) One iron made 'Bhqali' having wooden butt and

length about L3" and b) one metal knife having plastic butt, length aboutl2" from the

possession of above noted two arrested accused persons, I, SI Ratan Majumder of
Simlapal PS do hereby lodging this vvritten complaint to the effect that, onB/A4/18 at

about 23"35 hrs received one telephonic source information that 6/7 crirninals are

assembling near Jotyar more by the western side of the Taldangra-Simlapal pitch (SH-9)

road behind bus yatri Pratikhalaya under Simlapal P.S and preparing to commit road
crimes. bn receiving this information I noted this fact in GD vide Simlapal PS GDE no-
586 dt.- 18.04.18 and informedl/C Simlapal I'S. As per his direction myself along with SI"

Santosh Kr. Singh and Const./841- Debasish Halder, Const./1.62 - Sudhangshu Dey,

Const/301- Goutam Das and CVF/ Prasanta Rao, CVF/ Sahajahan Mandal, CVF/ Sanjib

Rana left PS at23:45 hrs by our hired vehicle no- \4IB 67 /8880 to workout the information
after making proper GD entry and issue of CC.( Ref. Simlapal PS GDE no- 587 dt.-
18/04/18 & CC no- 643/18, dt.- 18/04/18). I took govt. supplied investigation kit with
me. On way to workout the information I asked night mobile officer ASI. Krishna Kanta
Banerjee to accompany me , who stood near Kusumdungri Petrol Pump. As we reached

near the spot mentioned by thesource, we proceeded on foot after keeping our vehicle a

safe distance away. I contacted *y source and as per his direction we reached at PO at
about 00.20 hrs which is called ]otyar More beside Taldangra-Simlapal pitch road (SH-9).

Suddenly we heard some muffled voices coming from the back side of the shaded "Yatri
Pratikhkhalaya" situated at Jotyr More , just beside the western side of the
Taldangra/Simlapal pitch road, so we took a peep to the backside of the "Yatri
Pratikhkhalaya" and saw some 6/7 people were sitting in a round position and
discussing something among themselves. As we tried to surround them they sensed the
police presence and tried to flee from the spot" After a hot chase we were able to
apprehend two of them,other 3/4 persons were able to escape with the help of the
darkness. The officer accompanying me was able to identify one of the fleeing person as

Abdul Sattar Mandal of Punisol, with the light of his torch. On asking, apprehended
accused persons disclosed their identity as noted above and on search we found one "
Bhojali" length about L3" having a sharp iron blade and wooden butt from the left side



waist of Ali Asgar Mandal (26) s/o Abduraf Mandal of Aguri Bandh, Punisol, frS- Onda,

Dist- Bankura one metal knife having plastic butt length about 17' fuom the left side

waist of Ismail Mandal (?5) SlO- Abduraf Mandal of Aguri Bandh, Punisol, frS- Onda,

Dist- Bankura. On interrogation they stated that they along with Abdul Sattar Mandal

and g/4 others were assembled there with deadly weaPons and were making

preparations to commit road crimes on Taldangra-Simlapal pitch road under Simlapal PS.

Accordingly I seized the weapons found from there possission under proPer seizure list

as the alamat of the case, duly signed by the accused persons & police witnesses and

arrested them after making arrest memo and maintained all formalities of NHRC

guidelines . As the P.O is a )ungle area,no human habitat could be found nearby, despite

my earnest effort I failed to obtained any pubtic witnesses. I also prepared label of the

seized articles on the sPot.

Under the above circumstances I am lodging this complaint before you to start a case

under proper section of law against 1) Ali Asgar Mandal @ Ali Aasar Mandal (26) s/ o

Abduraf Mandal of Aguri Bandtu Punisol, P$ Onda, Dist- Bankura 2)Ismail Mandal @

pini (25) s/ o Kubuj Ali Mandal of Aguri Bandh, Punisol, t€- Onda, Dist- bankura, 3)

Abdul sattar Mandal of Punisol and.3/ others and arrange for its proper investigation.

Date:- 19.04.18

Your's Faithfully
*lf*-*f-

SI. Ratan Majumder re'b\'\Q

Simlapal PS, Dist- Bankura
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